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• Strengthening tools to
of individuals, and even
the Business Council of Canada,
are needed to move

and experienced resources
• Fostering entrepreneurship
and innovation in education

discussion of the need
to improve connection and

• Reducing trade barriers
national and global

the cusp of seeing a
range of disruptive
and transformational
innovations, participants

Theme 3: Taking the
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importance of individuals

•
Next steps

management and investment

substantial barriers in the
collaboration, it can also
drive technological
Yet creating conditions
conducive to incubating

that more foundational

•

remains broad conviction
that these obstacles can be
To that end, a number of
potential next steps to drive
emerged, including:
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Introduction:
Fighting the
macroeconomic environment,

We are living in an era of low
growth
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advanced economies to exhibit
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Overseas regions have fared no
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Long term growth rates continue to fall22
average per-capita GDP growth percentage over the preceding 10 years
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Growth projections for BRIC countries have been downgraded21
IMF projections for annual GDP growth percentage
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These conditions are unlikely
to improve in the short term
Signals of optimism from
economic observers have

despite the broad application of

Donald Trump and his supporters
since 2010, trailing even the

interest rates and programs of

What has become consistent

its members, and in its revised
Critical components of overall
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The pace of disruption from
emerging technologies, global
competition and associated novel
business models continues to
accelerate and the impacts of
these disruptive forces are seen
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Mark Carney
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times faster than the
comparable Canadian
three chance of being delisted
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this churn rate, half of the

It is in this context of
stagnation at the macro level

trends, characteristics
and behaviours:
• Traditional pillars of the
Canadian economy face
ongoing challenges:
–
are struggling under
example, the average
price of Western Canadian

• The ability of Canadians
to grow new businesses is
hindered by risk aversion
and lack of productivityenhancing investment:
–
found that behaviours
of Canadian business

competition threatening the
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“courageous”16
that included their record
and challenging the
• Investment behaviour
indicators do not
demonstrate a
commitment to growth
through productivity
improvement or
innovation:
in research and development

and traditional tools and

agreement to reduce
production is implemented,

behaviours measured
17

expected to remain volatile
Growth Challenges for
Canada are pronounced

practices; involvement in
research, development
and innovation; and
dependence on
government support

– In manufacturing,

The innovation challenge
is clear
There is no doubt that the

–
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Scott Bedbury @ WINS16.

Canada, performing better
committed to global business

companies step up, and scale
the proportion of Canadian

a proportion of the services
higher than Canada’s, and

of this underperformance
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Over the course of the
critical challenges addressed
and the issues participants
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If there is a silver lining to the low-growth challenge,
it’s that it brings clarity and focus to the innovation
imperative. With low growth pulling us down and
little chance that commodity prices will pull us out,
innovators must lead the transition to a high-growth,
high-productivity, information and trade economy.
Despite the mutual understanding that there are no
easy answers, this shared focus—what came to be
known as the “low growth imperative”
—brought the Summit together.
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Theme one:
Grit, courage
The grit and resilience of the innovative

Finding the key components
of growth

and more sophisticated practices,

businesses, it means I don’t
because it’s all part of getting
Emma Sinclair
Co-founder, Enterprisejungle@ WINS16
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“In the Canadian context, things are

Chamath Palihapitiya
CEO, Social Capital LP @ WINS16

Risk for the risk-averse

and as a positive and exciting

Canadian business leaders is

Businesses must recognize
emerging disruptive threats,
and include consideration
of them in robust scenario

room for individuals to be more

approach as a solution in itself

disruption, but in the context

of an excellent entrepreneurial

this approach is as relevant to
corporate venture strategies
innovation should be seen

the road to stagnation at best,

portfolio of potential business
some of the most compelling

ingredient for business success,
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parent of several established
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providers from the impact of the
at least provided an explicit,
the business models and
technological innovations that

second and third chances; the
continued repatriation of talent
and associated cultural norms;
and the intentional actions
of mentors, investors and

Reducing personal penalties
for risk taking

abandon startups are considered

entrepreneurs is needed to

Capital, described the potential
outcomes for all of his decisions

The call, then, is not for the
sudden emergence of a cohort
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as is a commitment to creating
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Teams, talent
and scale

Aligning talent and growth
When discussing the challenges
and attracting it is constrained
companies, Summit participants
a number of Summit participants
suggested that entrepreneurs

scalable processes to

same time, mechanisms to

shared culture and values

team and talent culture must be
developed earlier than

is an expected feature of the

ventures, access to talent is an
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Internationalization and
talent mobility
to capital and hiring talent,
the need to address biases is

a consistent call for the
prioritization of immigration
policies for technological and
shortage of experienced,

an area of concern for Summit
announced the opening of a San

Bardish Chagger, Government
Small Business and Tourism, and

more innovative opportunities

additional constraints are
Criticality of inclusion and
diversity

focusing on gender participation
and access:
–
address unconscious bias
– Developing access for

Canada has the potential to
destination for international
against inclusive participation
in entrepreneurship and
In the absence of immigration
reform, there are more complex
mechanisms for accessing
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and engineering graduates

also good for business, as

– Broadening public and
internal discussion on
barriers and biases
–

and Canada18
numbers improving19

to develop their business
ideas in order to level the
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Improving access through
connection and collaboration

When in place, these
the form of relationships

describes Canada’s innovation
landscape, mechanisms to

successful model for scaling and
be expanded to include more
deeper connections into

entities: large and small
companies, private and public
institutions, domestic and
international regions, and even

to introduce the Global

Throughout the Summit,

designed to foster collaboration
example, even if still in the

have to expand into national and
international communities to

ingredients that go into it, the

academia and government, the

multinational can serve as a
international recruiting and
providing a local training ground

To drive innovation success in
in San Francisco entrepreneur

develop creative mechanisms
for such coordination and
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supporting infrastructure, these

Iain Klugman
CEO Communitech @ WINS16

leveraged to connect startups
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Theme three:
Grit and courage are not enough to drive

clear that foundational changes

to fund applied research and
accelerate their development
and commercialization, and that

and even companies, to

and strategies that are targeted
competitive advantage, but
relevant technologies here
alternative is to continue on our

Incubating breakthroughs

going on at one of the Summit’s
expected to drive disruption
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Educational reform
on strengthening the degree of
international collaboration
and industrial partnerships
for assessing candidates and
opportunities, and receiving

leading example
advanced collaborative and
Nurturing tomorrow’s talent
It’s important to institute

be framed around the idea of
investment has been announced
to the continuing decline in
Canadian performance in

Technologies program through
the Canada First Research
investments made as part of
to spur innovation in areas
including cleantech and

entrepreneurs in the short term,

of these opportunities
accelerates, care must be
of entrepreneurs to guide

governments can help create
conditions conducive to
incubating innovation and

perhaps even more so, the
apparent disinclination of
Canadians to see a crisis in

falling behind at nurturing
talent through its education

theme from dominating the

the larger goals of instigating
leading investment, helping
to the private sector, and
engaging the participation
must ensure girls are not steered
delivers a transformative global

but rather encouraged to select

Given the constrained resources
potential support candidates
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No room for the faint of
heart—or the unprepared

institutions must summon their
grit and courage, accelerate
the collaboration process and

recognition that these obstacles
can be overcome, and that
can be brought to bear in the

from the podium or in the

There are a number of steps

discussed innovation challenges
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Strengthen tools to maximize
connectivity between highresources
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Foster entrepreneurship and
innovation in education
• Focus on education fundamentals

• Support and develop associations,
communities and organizations

closes talent gaps and builds an

Reduce trade barriers

Improve talent mobility

•

•

• Become competitors in the global

entrepreneurs and experienced

competition from India and China

•
•
•
scale, experience and international

•

of operating at scale, gain access
to a better sense of emerging
disruptions and modern

• Create a competitive immigration
experience for prospective talent,
need to include the creation of
•

extend entrepreneurship studies

• For large corporates, build
relationships through mentorship

•

agreements should include an

•

continue to deepen collaboration

and accelerator programs, and

• Domestic policies still hamper
the scaling of Canadian business
remove existing barriers, Canada is

mechanisms for assessing
• Facilitate immigration of business
•

• Develop programs that focus on
•
companies’ investments in
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Closing thoughts
Develop depth in risk
management and
investment

nation of innovators” and

• Invest in incubating
technologies through
internal innovation
programs, R&D and
corporate development
activities, from corporate
• Develop the tools,
experience to help leaders

The Waterloo Innovation
Summit brought together

internal innovation

investments and pursue

The proceedings and tenor
of the Summit agreed

•

initiatives into motion,

startups and the associated

Canada’s economic default
• Develop the advanced

from business, government,

combined dedication is

•
levels of their innovation

• Businesses leaders should

the business imperatives

indicator of courageous

aspirations should guide
the construction of an

a critical indicator of

balances transformational

should be incentivized
through formal

Escaping the low-growth trap is a national,
indeed a global, priority.

become more entrenched

vision to see the right thing to do and have the grit and

•
advances in management
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and recognition20

understand the situation
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